
The Floating Seahorse 
A Destination beyond imagination 

A feat of innovation achieved by a marriage of engineering and imagination, The Floating Seahorse villas 
are an epitome of timeless design and craftsmanship spread across three levels including a spectacular 
underwater floor. 

 

 
 
As well as providing the world first floating underwater experience the 131 Floating Seahorse villas will be 
home to unique special features, state-of-the-art technology and outdoor climate-controlled areas. The 
Floating Seahorse are connected to the islands with floating piers. 

 



MORE  ATTRACTIONS 
Set amongst the World Islands and against the backdrop of the Dubai skyline, That is a self-sufficient 
upscale resort, leisure, and second home destination on six islands just 4 km off the shores of Dubai. We 
combine the best of European culture, architecture, and hospitality with the luxury and innovation of the 
Emirates and the white, sandy beaches of tropical islands. with experiences, from underwater living to the 
climate-controlled Raining Street. Choose among mansions, floating villas, and hotel suites – and let your 
investments give you the best returns.  

Invest in Dubai 

 

 Luxury hotels and resorts, as well as beach mansions and seaside villas combine to create a world-
class tourist destination, celebrating the best of European experiences and culture in Dubai.  

 Invest in  
 We’ll manage your investment and will facilitate a net ROI of 100 % over 12 years – guaranteed.  

Find a beachfront property and make it yours 

 



 Live where others dream of vacationing and enjoy   
 Choose among floating villas, sprawling mansions, and beachside residences to find your second 

home.  
 It’s a holiday home, but it’s also an investment: As Dubai is one of the world’s fastest-growing cities, 

the prices of residential properties are expected to continue their strong upward momentum.  

Germany Villas 
Waterfront villas inspired by Bauhaus architecture 

The exclusive domains of buyers with an eye for great and grand places. These modern and sleek villas are 
equipped with high technology and sustainable features with panoramic views and commanding details, such 
as floor to ceiling windows and suspended staircases, designed to make staycations and holidays 
unforgettable. 

Contrast that with the island lifestyle, infinity pools, white sandy beaches, exotic gardens with specimen trees 
and plants, a blue sea water lagoon and the Dubai skyline as the ultimate finishing touch. 

 

 

Sweden Beach Palace 
 

With just 10 luxury waterfront Beach Palaces with their own exclusive beaches and exotic lush gardens, 
Sweden Island offers the ultimate privacy and relaxation in palatial settings. 

The ambience will be refined and exclusive, with carefully curated events exclusive to the residents. Each 
estate is a fairytale Maldivian castle offering enchanting sea views. 

Influenced by the Swedish architecture and lifestyle, the Palaces offer 6 floors enveloped in the private, 
secluded exotic garden with the surrounding white sandy beaches. 

 



 



PROPERTIES  

PALM JUMEIRA DUBAI 
Find your new villa on the Palm Jumeirah. Several types of Palm Jumeirah villas for sale, from 

Garden Homes to Signature Villas, Custom Built Villas to Palaces. Only the best selection of high-end 

villas, mansions and palaces are showcase here, which are currently available for sale. We do our 

utmost best to keep our standard at all time high when it comes to picking the right Palm Jumeirah 

villas for sale that we want showcase here from reputed real estates. Rest assured that all the villas 

are top rated in terms of quality and location. 

 Residences Villa Palm jumeirah 

 

Residences Villa 10 for sale at the Raffles The Palm Resort on East Crescent, Palm Jumeirah. The 
pinnacle of luxury living, the four-bedroom Imperial Villa is on excellent location 

The utterly bespoke features of this custom-designed villa are completely unique and of its own way 
presenting latest interiors and modern technology  

https://dubaipalmisland.net/listing/raffles-residences-villa-10/


Property Features 
 5 Star Service                                                                                   Basement           Basement Parking 

 BBQ Area              

 Beach Access           Beach Frontage   Private Beach 

 Built in Wardrobes 

 Cable Ready   Private Elevator        

 Concierge 

 Formal Entry    Security 

 Fully Fitted Kitchen        Kitchen Appliance        Furnished 

 Garden     Jacuzzi 

 Large Terrace 

 Maid Service        Maids Room 

 Marble Floors 

 Near Restaurants   &     Ocean Views 

 Private Garage 

 Spa      Swimming Pool  

 



 
 

 

 



MORE PROPERTIES  

IN DUBAI 

 

  

  

  

  


